CONNECTING THE DOTS….NO BAN,
NO WALL, NO KILLER DRONES at
Hancock Airport/Air Base
Thank God for the great crowd of 1,000 protesting Trump’s Ban
of Immigrants at Syracuse International Airport, as thousands
flooded airports all across the US last Saturday night, Jan.
28th, when the ban first went into effect!
We have a beautiful foto of a member of the Afghan Youth Peace
Team with a poster saying “We Wish to Live Without War”. The
youth sent a bolt of the sky blue fabric to US drone activists
to wear as blue scarves to remember their wish for blue
skies….skies safe without killer and surveillance drones
hovering over them and assassinating them causing people to
flee and become refugees.
Ironically on the other side of the same Hancock Airport
campus of Syracuse is Hancock Air National Guard Drone Base.
Many locals are not aware that the US assassinates people from
Hancock Drone Base. Our US drone policy of execution without
due process is a part of the driving force for the refugee
crisis throughout the seven countries Trump has listed in his
ban of people from the Middle East.
Lets work together to connect the dots…..drone assassinations
cause people to flee…who become refugees…. who need asylum in
other countries….countries who shut their borders to
refugees….like the US under Trump.
I invite that great crowd of 1,000 to come around the corner
to the other entrance of the same airport campus….to the
Hancock Drone Base on East Malloy Rd, in DeWitt, East
Syracuse, and demand that Hancock end their drone killings
with MQ9-Reaper drones. We violate our US Constitution and
International Law when we kill with drones.

We, who gather, would be giving a message of peace to the
world and to the parents and children of the Middle East,
saying “You can stay and live in peace in your own homes. You
don’t have to flee the drones and become refugees. We, too,
wish that you live without war.”
Please join us as we continue to say #NOKILLERDRONES Hancock
Air National Guard Base -4:15-5pm 1st Tues. every month @ 6001
East Molloy Road, Mattydale, NY 13211.
You are welcome to attend the trial of the Big Books
defendants, who were arrested March 10, 2o15.
They are charged with Trespass, Disorderly Conduct and
Obstructing Government Administration
A jury trial is scheduled for:
5 PM, February 28th, 2017
@ DeWitt Town Court
5400 Butternut Dr, East Syracuse, NY 13057
Codefendants in
the
trial
(from
the
left):
Kinane

Ed

(Syracuse,
NY),
Fr. Bill
Pickard
(Scranton, PA),
Brian
Hynes
(Bronx,
NY),
Daniel
Burns
(Ithaca,
NY)
and James Ricks
(Ithaca. NY) on the far right, Attorney’s Jonathan Wallace and
Daire Irwin of Buffalo, NY. (2nd and 3rd from the right) will
advise them.

For info call: (607) 280-8797 -Mary Anne Grady Flores
upstatedroneaction.org
#dirtywars
#loveistheonlysolution
#groundthedronesandendthewars
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Gagged and Censored:
Justice is not Served for Drone Protester in Wisconsin Court
by Joy First
In May of 2014 Bonnie Block and Jim Murphy were arrested at
Volk Field, a Wisconsin Air National Guard Base where they
train operators to pilot Shadow drones with cameras to do
surveillance and “target acquisition” so that the Predator and
Reaper drones (remotely piloted from other US military bases)
can drop Hellfire missiles on presumed militants in multiple
countries. Bonnie and Jim are both part of the Wisconsin
Coalition to Ground the Drones and End the Wars and have been
protesting drones at Volk Field every month for more than
three years.
Last May Bonnie and Jim went on a bus tour of Volk Field as
part of an open house to which the public was invited. When
the bus stopped at a museum on the base, they got off and
tried to hand out flyers to others who were on the tour. They
were told to stop handing out their “propaganda” and leave the
base. Since they had come by the tour bus they had no way
leaving on their own and yet they were arrested for

trespassing and taken to the Juneau County Jail. They were
released on bail and the ultimate charge was an ordinance
violation of “trespass to land”.
In September, Jim was found guilty in a bench trial and
ordered to pay a fine.
Bonnie asked for a jury trial and, in response, the Juneau
County District Attorney filed a Motion in Limine, asking that
Bonnie be prohibited from making “any argument that is known
to be false or irrelevant to the issues before the Court”
including among other things the policies of the US
Government, International laws, the Charter or certain
Resolutions of the United Nations, or moral or ethical
strictures believed in by the defendant. She was also
prohibited from commenting in any way “that her prosecution
was a violation of any Constitutional or International Right
or privilege.” This hearing was on March 3, 2015 in Mauston,
WI.
It is common for prosecutors to file a Motion in Limine when a
jury will be hearing a case against protesters, and this is
something that we must continue to vociferously object to. In
this case, the prosecutor had 25 points listed in his Motion,
including 19 that asked the Court to prohibit Bonnie’s
possible defense in some way. It looked like he used a
boilerplate document that was more applicable to a criminal
trial and he actually withdrew 8 of them when Bonnie objected.
Many of the points were simple procedural issues that Bonnie
didn’t object to and the judge quickly granted.
Of course, the important matters of the motion revolved around
whether Bonnie could raise Constitutional free speech issues
or provide any of the reasons she has for opposing drone
warfare and handing out a leaflet raising four questions about
drones. The judge also forbade Bonnie to make any reference to
jury nullification i.e. asking the jury to ignore the facts
and nullify the jury instructions in reaching their verdict.

He did allow that juries have this right, but Bonnie is not
allowed to raise it.
In arguing for her right to speak about drones, the US
Constitution, or why she was handing out leaflets, Bonnie said
that she needs to be able to tell the whole truth for there to
be a fair trial. Otherwise the jury could presume she was on
the base for no good reason. Prohibiting this in a pretrial
order prevents her from presenting a defense for her action.
She argued that the prosecutor can object during the trial if
something is improper and the judge can make a ruling at that
point. Bonnie said that these pretrial motions are overbroad
and will have a chilling effect because she will have to
wonder if something inadvertent will result in her being found
in contempt.
The judge responded saying that this charge is about trespass
and that is all that is going to be tried. Political beliefs
are not going to be allowed. If Bonnie talked about drones or
international law or the US Constitution, it could mislead the
jury. He went on to say that there is no way they will get
through the trial without referencing the leaflet that Bonnie
and Jim were attempting to distribute, but neither side, nor
any witness, can say anything about the actual content of that
leaflet. If these rules are not followed the judge will grant
a mistrial and impose sanctions.
Bonnie said that this trial is about a constitutional free
speech issue and the jury should be the ones to decide on
whether she was trespassing or had a constitutional right to
be on the base sharing her literature. The judge responded
that deciding about constitutional issues is not up to the
jury and Bonnie will not be allowed to bring that up.
Bonnie will now be going to trial on April 1 without being
able to offer a strong defense. Her ability to do so has been
taken away by the prosecutor and the judge before the trial
even begins. This happens so many times in trials for

protestors and it is outrageous. We are gagged and then we are
censored.
As we consider this grave miscarriage of justice in Wisconsin,
we realize it is all part of a bigger system of illegal
actions by our government. Our hearts and minds hold the
images of the children, the mothers and fathers, the
grandparents who have been murdered by US drone strikes,
remembering that the training for this program of targeted
assassination begins at places like Volk Field, and knowing
for certain that the resistance must continue.

